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Abstract—This paper proposes an efficient method to solve
Masyu, a logical-type puzzle game with N by M grid. By
using two methods, intersection method and elimination
search, we can solve Masyu quickly and efficiency. The
solver is authenticated by solving problems taken from
Internet.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, many puzzle games become more and more
popular. Rules of these puzzle games are usually very simple,
but solving them needs excellent logic concept. With
contemplation, it is possible to finish these games, such as
Sudoku, Nurikabe, Number Link, and so on.
Masyu is a logical-type puzzle game with NxM grid.
About how to solve puzzle game, there are several proposed
methods. For example, previous researchers tried to use pattern
matching and DFS to solve Nonogram puzzle game[3][4], and
had breakthrough in the speed of solving them. However, DFS
may step into a wrong track, stuck in it, and cause great deal of
resource waste. In addition, GA had been used to solve
Nonogram, but the genetic algorithm often got stuck in local
optima[8].
To avoid the situation, this research tries to use intersection
method and elimination search. By making use of the feature of
elimination search which won’t get stuck into a wrong track,
Masyu solver in this research is able to solve questions of
Masyu.
In the second section, we will introduce rules of Masyu in
details and the major method used in this research in the third
section, including intersection method and elimination search.
Experimental results will be presented in the fourth section,
and the fifth section is conclusion.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1 : (a) is an initial borad of Masyu, and (b) is the way it is
finished

III.

OUR METHOD

A. Overall Process
Ways we use to solve Masyu are intersection method and
elimination search. Before using the two ways, we have to do
some basic tests, and the whole process is in Fig. 2.
The three sections below illustrate the ways we use.
Section III.B explain basic tests. Section III.C illustrates
intersection method, and section III.D illustrates elimination
search method
Basic information calculation

Advanced Test

Yes
Continue Test?

No

II.

GAME RULES

Figure 1 (a) is an initial board of Masyu. There black dots
and white dots in the figure. The purpose of the game is to
connect all the black and white dots with lines. Correct answers
of the game should follow the rules below:
1. All the black and white dots can reach to any dots
through lines.
2. Lines passing through black dots have to take a turn, but
cannot immediately take another turn.
3. Lines have to pass through white dots immediately, and
when passing through a white dot, a line must take a turn on
either side of the white dot.
4. Lines should not have branches.
Figure 1 (b) shows the way the game is finished.

Whether the problem
is solved?

Yes
No
Finish

Elimination Search

No
Whether the problem
is solved?

Figure 2 : Flow chart of Masyu Solver
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B. Basic information calculation
Before using intersection method and elimination search,
we have to do some preparation, which means basic test.
According to heuristics, we find out the way lines passing
through black and white dots in some situation. Here, we use
five kinds of heuristic described below.
First, if a black dot is located near the edge of the question,
like Fig. 3(a) and (c), there must be a line stretching from the
black dot, like Fig. 3(b) and (d).

(a)

(b)
(c)
Figure 3 : Heuristic 1

(a)

(b)

Figure 7 : Heuristic 5.

C. Intersection method
The major concept of intersection method is to find out the
common part of all the possibilities in various possibilities to
get information. For example, there four possible patterns in
every black dot, like Fig. 8; every white dot has 8 possible
patterns, like Fig. 9. When intersecting, we will exclude
impossible situations and find out absolute possibilities by
making use of the rest of possibilities.

(d)

Secondly, if a white dot is located at the edge of the
question, like Fig. 4(a), there must be a line passing through
the white dot horizontally, like figure Fig. 4 (b).
Figure 8 : All the possible patterns of black dots

(a)

(b)

Figure 4 : Heuristic 2.

Third, if there are two black dots next to each other like Fig.
5(a), there must be two lines with opposite directions, like Fig.
5(b).

Figure 9 : All the possible patterns of white dots

For example, Fig. 10(a) is a black dot located at the edge,
whose possible extending lines are like figure Fig. 10(b) and
(c). Because both of the two ways have lines stretching to the
center, according to the concept of intersection, we can
suppose that there must be a line stretching to the center like
figure Fig. 10 (d).
(a)

(b)

Figure 5 : Heuristic 3.

Fourth, if there n white dots next to each other, n>=3, like
Fig. 6(a), there will be n lines passing through the n white dots
horizontally like Fig. 6(b).
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 10 : An example of intersection

There are four impossible situations below:
(a)

(b)

Figure 6 : Heuristic 4.

At last, if there are two dots next to black dots in an
oblique angle like Fig. 7(a), there will be a line stretching out
in the opposite direct of the two white dots.

1. Lines with branches: a line should not have branches.
Thus, the situation causing branches is impossible situation,
like Fig. 11(a). Meanwhile, there are two possible ways of
stretching for the white dot in the center, like Fig. 11(b) and (c).
At the same time, if the white dot stretches in the same way
like Fig. 11(b), there will be branches, which is against rule 4.
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Therefore, the white dot can only stretch like the way in figure
Fig. 11(c).
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 14 : An example of causing other dots errors

D. Elimination search
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 11 : Dots with branches

2. Line loops: According to rule 1, all dots can reach to
another through lines. Thus, if there are line loops without
passing through all dots, it is against rule 1. In Fig. 12(a), white
dots without lines passing through have two ways of stretching
lines like Fig. 12(b) and (c). However, if white dots stretch like
Fig. 12(c), there will be line loops without passing through all
the black and white dots, which is against rule 1. Therefore, it
is an impossible situation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 12 : Possible situations causing line loops

3. Dead lines: For an empty spot P in the game, on which
there will be more than three directions unable to be passed in
the four directions of the spot horizontally and vertically, this
spot is called dead spot. Situations of being unable to be passed
are as follows: 1. the direction causing branches; 2. the spot is
on the edge; 3. the spot is a dead spot.
Once lines reach dead spots, because lines cannot stretch to
any directions legally, this will make a game unable to be
solved, they are dead lines. Like Fig. 13(a), black dots have
two possible stretching ways like figure Fig. 13(b) and (c), and
sign * means dead spots. If black dots choose the way of
stretching like figure Fig. 13(c), there will be dead lines. Thus,
black dots can only choose the way of stretching in figure Fig.
13(b).

Like Fig. 15, when there is no more new information by
using intersection method, elimination search must be used by
testing all kinds of possibility, deleting wrong connection
match to increase possibilities of new information of
intersection method. The process of elimination search is
divided into three steps: they are assumption, extending
ratiocination, and error testing.
Assumption: assumption means to assume some possibility
is true for some island, and keep doing intersection to change
the board according to the assumption.
Extending ratiocination: using intersection method to
suppose more information
Error testing: judging if there are errors for the board after
extending ratiocination
We use an example to illustrate the three steps below. We
suppose the board is like Fig. 15. At present, if intersection
method can no longer solve any information, we will select an
uncertain spot and assume some way for lines to pass is true.
For example, in Fig. 15, for the white dots in the black circle in
the center of the top, we do assumption for the way they stretch
outward. Then the board will become Fig. 16, and the dotted
lines are the ways of connection in this assumption.

Figure 15 : The board which must be dealt with by elimination
search

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 13 : An example of dead lines

4. Causing errors for other dots: like Fig. 14(a), the black
dot has two ways of stretching, like Fig. 14(b) and (c).
However, if the black dot chooses the way of stretching in Fig.
14(b), it will cause white dots against rule 3, in which either
side of a white dot must has lines with an immediate turn. This
will cause other dots errors, and becomes an impossible
situation.
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Figure 16 : An example of step “assumption” in elimination search
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Then, use extending ratiocination according to the new
board, and do error testing to the board after using extending
ratiocination to make sure whether it is against rules. Figure 17
is the board after using extending ratiocination for Fig. 16. The
dotted lines are the results of extending ratiocination. After
doing error testing, we can find that lines in the black circle
will have branches no matter how they stretch, leftward,
rightward, or downward. Thus, the lines cannot keep stretching
out, and cannot connect to other lines, causing errors of dead
lines.

V.

CONCLUSION

This research studies how to quickly solve Masyu. This
research tries to use intersection method and elimination search
to solve Masyu, and proves that this method can quickly and
effectively solve it. According to the experiment results, we
can find that at most 32.75% fields need to be solved by using
elimination search. For every question, 67%~96% information
is found by intersection method in average. With the larger
board, more and more fields have to be solved by using
elimination search, and spent more time. Reducing the number
of using elimination search will be the possible direction of
improving the Masyu solver.
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